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This (revised) paper discusses support in the MAC for multiple 
outstanding MSDUs. It specifies text changes to D3.1 (as updated through 
Wednesday afternoon of the Waltham meeting) that describe rules 
restricting which MSDUs may simultaneously be eligible for transmission 
by the MAC, and clarifies the distinction between the backoff mechanism 
and the MPDU transmission mechanism. 

Adopt text changes described here for incorporation into D4.0. 

In discussion by the MAC group of how to resolve Matt Fischer's comment number 38 on clause 9 of D3.0, the 
consensus was reached that, as long as it does not lead to "gratuitous" reordering or discarding of MSDUs, a MAC 
implementation should be allowed to process mUltiple outstanding MSDUs. Here, the term "outstanding MSDU" 
means either an MSDU (or MMPDU) one of whose fragments (which may be the entire MSDU) is eligible for 
transmission. The MAC already has to be able to receive multiple MSDUs simultaneously, since ifthe transmission 
of one MSDU is interrupted, another station may grab the medium and transmit a different MSDU to that station. 
The text below places limits on how a station may give up on an unsuccessful attempt to send one outstanding 
MSDU and attempt instead to transmit another. The motivation for doing this is that, rather than trying many, many 
times to reach a "dead" STA or one that is on the fringe of the reception area -- with each attempt typically taking 
much longer than the previous one -- a ST A should have the opportunity to try sending to a different station. If the 
problem with the first STA was collisions or interference, the transmitting station is no worse off (it will still be 
backed off to the same extent). If the problem was that the receiving station could not hear the transmitter, the other 
MSDUs may be delivered successfully. This can result - in the latter case - in significantly increased performance. In 
essence, this text provides a mechanism for distinguishing between the two general causes of failure for a 
transmission attempt, and increase performance by not backing off unnecessarily (backing off in response to failure 
to be heard by a unit that is simply too far away is unnecessary, since it does not increase the likelihood of getting 
through on the next try). 

The text below prevents a transmitting station (including an AP) from reordering MSDUs transmitted by any station 
to another station, including group addressed frames (broadcast or multicast). That is, suppose that a station sends an 
MSDU to another station, then a broadcast, then another directed MSDU to the first station, and finally a different 
directed MSDU to a second destination. If the transmitting station follows the guidelines below, neither of the 
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intended recipients (they are both intended recipients of the broadcast) will receive the frames it is supposed to 
receive out of order. They may, however, be delivered to the two intended destinations in a different order (in this 
case, only the last two directed frames may safely be reordered; the presence of the broadcast will hold up processing 
of the last frame until after it has been transmitted). 

It should be noted that the restrictions imposed here are stricter than those under which 802.11 has been operating, 
and has the effect of preventing peer LLC entities from observing reordering. The proposed clause 9.8 could easily 
be modified to loosen this restriction, if the sentiment that reordering group-addressed (broadcast or multicast) 
frames is not worth preventing. 

The very last sentence of clause 9.8 is meant to reflect Rule 7 below, but it does not define what "normal operating 
conditions" are. Pablo suggested that a mechanism be defined whereby an AP could tell STA in its BSS what aMax
Receive-MSDU-Lifetime value to use. Given that an implementation will always have to make a decision -- based on 
resource availability and history -- as to what value to use, I don't think adding text to the effect that poor 
implementations will end up throwing stuff away if they behave stupidly is necessary. 

The rules that each station must follow are summarized here: 

1) There is only one Current Contention Window Value (CCWV), one associated Backoff Timer, one 
Station Short Retry Count (SSRC), and one Station Long Retry Count (SLRC) maintained per STA -
so that medium-access contention rules are adhered-to regardless of what MPDU is being transmitted -
- and the Backoff Timer cannot be chosen anew after it has been set, until it has been decremented to 
zero 

2) The Short Retry Count (SRC), Long Retry Count (LRC) and the Lifetime Timer must be maintained per
MSDU -- so that MSDUs are only discarded after being attempted the appropriate number of times 
over the appropriate interval 

3) The CCWV is reset to CWmin after successful transmission of an MPDU; the SSRC is reset to 0 
whenever a CTS is received in response to an RTS, an ACK is received in response to transmission of 
any MPDU, or a group-addressed MSDU is transmitted; the SLRC is reset to 0 whenever an ACK is 
received in response to transmission of a "long" MPDU, or a group-addressed MSDU is transmitted -
the CCWV is not reset to CWmin upon the initial attempt to transmit each MSDU 

4) The CCWV is reset to CWmin whenever the SSRC is equal to aShort-Retry-Max or the SLRC is equal to 
aLong-Retry-Max (both Station Retry Counts are also reset in this case); the SSRC is incremented 
whenever any SRC associated with an outstanding MSDU is incremented, and the SLRC is 
incremented whenever any LRC associated with an outstanding MSDU is incremented 

5) There can be no more than one directed MSDU from a particular SA to a particular individual RA 
outstanding at a time (a simpler way to implement this is to only allow one outstanding MSDU per 
individual RA, which preserves this invariant but restricts a STA from making some frames eligible 
for transmission that safely could be) -- this is simply a literal restatement of the requirement that peer 
LLCs do not suffer gratuitous frame reordering 

6) Any group address (broadcast or multicast) is treated as being addressed to all possible individual RAs, 
so by analogy with Rule 5 there can be no more than one group-addressed MSDU from any particular 
SA outstanding, and such an MSDU cannot be outstanding if there is a directed MSDU from that SA 
outstanding 

7) The transmitting station should take into account how many outstanding MSDUs it is able to process 
when it chooses a value for aMax-Transmit-MSDU-Lifetime, since any particular MSDU may take a 
time proportional to the number of simultaneous MSDUs being processed 
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Note that clause 9 has been revised by the work that has taken place this week. I have based my revisions on a draft 
(from Wednesday afternoon) of the new version of clause 9, since it has changed so significantly from D3.1. 

The text following this sentence represents the text changes proposed for incorporation into the next revision of the 
802.11 specification. These changes will need to be harmonized with any other pending text revisions to the affected 
sections that take place during this meeting. 

9. MAC Sub-layer Functional Description 

Here, the MAC functional description is presented. Clause 9 .1 introduces the architecture of the MAC sublayer, 
including the distributed coordination function, the point coordination function and their coexistence in an 802.11 
LAN. Clauses 9.2 and 9.3 expand on this introduction and provide a complete functional description of each. 
Clauses 9.4 and 9.5 cover fragmentation and reassembly. Multirate support is addressed in clause 9.6. Clause 9.7 
lists. the a ll ow~\b le frame exchange sequences. Clause 9.g de. cribcs a number of additional restrictions to limit the 
cases in which MSDU' are reordered or discarded. 

9.2.4 Random Backoff Time 

A STA desiring to initiate transfer of data and management MPDUs shall utilize both the physical and virtual carrier 
sense functions to determine the state of the medium. If the medium is busy, the ST A shall defer until after a DIFS is 
detected, and then generate a random backoff period for an additional deferral time before transmitting. This process 
minimizes collisions during contention between mUltiple ST A that have been deferring to the same event. 

An exception to this procedure shall be followed for the case of transmission of multicast frames by an AP. In this 
case, the AP shall utilize both the physical and virtual carrier sense functions to determine the state of the medium. If 
the medium is busy, the AP shall defer until after a PIFS period elapses with the medium sensed to be free, and then, 
without generating a random backoff period, shall immediately commence transmission of the multicast frame. This 
techinique shall be applied by the AP to the transmission of all Data and Control Type frames with a group address 
in the Address 1 field and the To_DS bit clear, including Beacon frames. 

Backoff Time = INT(CW x Random()) x Slot time 

where: 

CW = An integer between the values of Mm attributes aCWmin and aCWmax 
RandomO = Pseudo random number between 0 and 1 
Slot Time = The value of MIB attribute aSlottime 

The Contention Window (CW) parameter shall take an initial value of aCWmin for e't'ery MPDU queued for 
tfitflSmim;iofl. Every 'ration , hall mai ntain a Sialion Short Retrv Count (SSRC) as well as a Station Lon~ Retry 
Cou nt(SLRC), Qoth of which shall take an initial value of zero. The SSRC shall be incremented whenever any Sh.Q[.t 
Retry Count associated with any MSDU is incremented. The L RC shall be incremented whenever any Long Retry 
C.Q.!J.nL.mi.§Q.Qi~l.~f.Q_.w..iJh .. iJ.!.ly._MS.P.V.j~jnQJ~nl.~.f.lJ~.q.:_The CW shall take the next value·,-or .. higher-j in the series (9L4 
higher value)ftt every time an unsuccessful attemptretfy to transmitsefld a particular an MPDU causes either of the 
Station Retry Counts to increment, until it reaches the value of aCWmax. A retry is defined as the emire-sequence of 
frames sent separated by srFS intervals-te in an attempt to deliver an MPDU, as described in clause 9.7. The CW 
shall remain at the value of aCWmax until it is resetfor the refflllining retries. This improves the stability of the 
access protocol under high load conditions. See Figure 40. 

TIl9.J;.w..§b.~.1l._pe rg.~U!2£W..!nin. .. 4.nf.r._t;..y.f.r.Y. ... \i.ll.9S.~!i~r.~.I1. .. 4J.1.~.!J1.PJ.J.P . .tmn§n!.iL~1ILM.S.P..v....!2.r M_.Mr.p..lL.ThQ_~'iRh..§.bJ!n 
be reset to 0 whenever a CTS is received in response t an RTS. whenever an ACK j . received in response to an 
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MPIL11JranslJ)i. j 11 . or a frame wirh a group addrr . in the Address I fiel{l is transmittQ.d. The S.LRC shall be reset to 
o whenever an ACK is received in response [0 ~111 MPDU f length greater than aRT -Thre 'hold transmiss ion. or ;l 
J'r.~!.n9. .• w.Hb_l} .. gmyp. .. ~Q9I9.§~j!.lJ.b.~'!\Q.9L~~.~.lJl~J.9 is trar.1.S.J.D i tted. 

The set of CW values are 7, 15,31,63, 127,255,511, 1023. 

CWmax --+-----

225 

6 

Third Retransmission 

Figure 1, Exponential Increase of CW 

aCWmin and aCWmax are settable MAC parameters. Each STA shall update its aCWmin and aCWmax parameters 
from the CW field contained in each Beacon and Probe Response frame received from its AP. 

In an IBSS aCWmin and aCWmax shall be fixed to their default values. 

9.2.5.1 Basic Access 

Basic access refers to the core mechanism a STA uses to determine whether it may transmit. 

A In rreneraL a STA may transmit a pending MPDU when it is operating under the DCF access method, either in the 
absence of a Point Coordinator or in the Contention Period of the PCF, when it detects the free medium for greater 
than or equal to a DIFS. If, under these conditions, the medium is busy when a STA desires to initiate the initial 
frame of one of the frame exchanges described in clause Error! Reference source not found., exclusive of the CF 
period, the Random Backoff Time algorithm described in clause 9.2.4 shall be followed. There are cowiitiol1s, 
specified else}yhere, where theJ~andom Bactoff algorith shall be followed even for the first attem..QLt.o transllliJ an 
MPDU. 

The basic access mechanism is illustrated in the following diagram. 
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Immediate access when medium 
is free >= DIFS DIFS Contention Window 

I DIFS PIFS 

HI I ~ Busy Medium ~ I Sackoff-Window / I Next Frame 

I Slot time 

Defer Access Select Slot and Decrement Backoff as long 
m ium i idle as ed s 

Figure 41, Basic Access Method 

9.2.5.1 Backoff Procedure 

The backoff procedure shall be invoked whenever a STA desires to transfer a frame and finds the medium busy as 
indicated by either the physical or virtual carrier sense mechanism (Figure 42), except when the next MSDU to be 
transmitted has a group address in the Address! field, the To_DS bit is clear, and the transmitting station is an AP. 
The backoff procedure shall also be invoked when a transmitting ST A detects a failed transmission as defined in 
subclauses 9.2.5.7 or 9.2.8. 

To begin the backoff procedure, the STA shall scleet set its Backoff Timer to a random backoff time frem...using the 
equation in clause 9.2.4 Random Backoff Time, or an implementatipn-dependent a lg,pri hill that. on aver<ll!e. ~eJecl 
.1.Qng!,';J. .. nmQm.n..!iUl~ .. Y..i.l.1.y!,';.S. All backoff slots occur following a DIFS period during which the medium is free for the 
duration of the DIFS period. 

A STA in backoff shall monitor the medium for carrier activity during backoff slots. If no carrier activity is seen for 
the duration of a particular slot, then the random backoff process shall decrement its backoff time by aSlottime. 

If there is carrier activity sensed at any time during a slot, then the backoff procedure is suspended, that is, the 
backoff timer shall not decrement for that slot; The medium shall be sensed as idle for the duration of a DIFS period 
before the backoff procedure is allowed to resume. Transmission shall commence whenever the Backoff Timer 
reaches zero. 

Stano 

Statio 
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Statio 
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Figure 42, Backott Procedure 
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A station that has just transmitted an MSDU and has another MSDU ready to transmit (queued), shall perform the 
backoff procedure, except when the next MSDU to be transmitted has a group address in the Address 1 field, the 
To_DS bit is clear, and the transmitting station is an AP. This requirement is intended to produce a level of fairness 
of access to the medium amongst STA._A backoff procedure shall be performed immediately after the end of every 
transmission_Df an MPDU with the More Fra2:ments bit set to 0, even if no additional transmissions are currently 
queued. In the case of SllCC.\<.~_;;Jlll acknowledged transmissions, this backoff procedure shall begin at the end of the 
received ACK. In the case of unsuccessful transmissions requiring acknowledgement, lhis backoff procedure hllll 
h,<giJ.l..i!.t.JD'<J<n\LQLtll~ .t.\CK.:.Ii.m.S;Q.\J1..i.!!..tqy.9.L..rf the transmission was successful, the CW value reverts to CWmin 
before the random backoff iterval is chosen. and the Station Short Retrv Count and/or Station L rig Retrv ()lInrs are 
updated as d~"~£ri.))ed in clause 9.2.4. This assures that +X transmitted frames are always separated by a backoff 
interval. 

The effect of this procedure is that when multiple stations are deferring and go into random backoff, then the station 
selecting the smallest backoff timelowest delay through the random function will win the contention. 

In an IBSS, the backoff time shall not decrement in the period from TBTT until the expiration of the ATIM window. 
Beacon and ATIM frames may be transmitted during this same period. 

9.2.5.3 Recovery Procedures and Retransmit Limits 

Error recovery is always the responsibility of the STA which initiates a frame exchange sequence, as defined in 
subclause 9.7. Many circumstances may cause an error to occur which requires recovery. For example, the CTS 
frame may not be returned after an RTS frame is transmitted. This may happen due to a collision with another 
transmission, due to interference on the channel during the RTS or CTS frame, or because the station receiving the 
RTS frame has an active virtual carrier sense condition (indicating a busy medium time period). 

Error recovery shall be attempted by retrying transmissions for frame exchange sequences which the initiating station 
believes have failed. Retries shall continue, for each failing frame exchange sequence, until the transmission is 
successful, or until the relevant retry limit is reached, whichever occurs first. Stations shall maintain a Short Retry 
Count and a Long Retry Count for each MSDU or MMPDU awaiting transmission. These counts are incremeneted 
and reset independ~antly of each other. 

After an RTS frame is transmitted, the STA shall perform the CTS procedure, as defined in subclause 9.2.5.7. If the 
RTS transmission fails, the Short Retry Count for the MSDU or MMPDU i& and the Statio Short Retry Count are 
incremented. This process shall continue until the number of attempts to transmit that MSDU/M.M.P.P.1Lreaches 
aShortRetry Max. 

After transmitting a frame which requires acknowledgement, the STA shall perform the ACK procedure, as defined 
in subclause 9.2.8. The Short Retry Count for an MSDU or MMPDU ~mg ... n.1.9.".s..t~~t!'.Q.!.LS.J.1.QILR,<try_ CQ.m.!.Lshall be 
incremeneted every time transmission of a MAC frame of length less than or equal to aRTS-Threshold fails for that 
MSDU or MMPDU. This Short Retry Count and the Station Short Retry Count shall be reset when a MAC frame of 
length less than or equal to aRTS-Threshold succeeds for that MSDU or MMPDD. The Long Retry Count for an 
MSDU or MMPDU and the Station Long Retry Count shall be incremeneted every time transmission of a MAC 
frame of length greater than aRTS-Threshold fails for that MSDU or MMPDD. This Long Retry Count r.U.1.Q.JDG. 
Station Long Retry Count shall be reset when a MAC frame of length greater than aRTS-Threshold succeeds for that 
MSDU or MMPDU. All retransmission attempts for an MSDU or MMPDU that has failed the ACK procedure one 
or more times shall be made with the Retry field set to 1 in the Data or Management Type frame. 

Retries for failed transmission attempts shall continue until the Short Retry Count for the MSDU or MMPDU is 
equal to aShort-Retry-Limit or until the Long Retry Count for the MSDU or MMPDU is equal to aLong-Retry-Limit. 
When either of these limits is reached, retry attempts shall cease, and the MSDU or MMPDU shall be discarded. 
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A station in power save mode initiates a frame exchange sequence by transmitting a PS-Poll frame to request data 
from an AP. In the event that neither an ACK frame or a data frame is received from the AP in response to a PS-Poll 
frame, then the station shall retry the sequence by transmitting another PS-Poll frame, at its convenience. If the AP 
sends a data frame in response to a PS-Poll frame, but fails to receive the ACK frame acknowledging this data frame, 
the next PS-Poll frame from the same station may cause a retransmission of the last MSDU. This duplicate MSDU 
shall be filtered at the station using the normal duplicate filtering mechanism. If the AP responds to a PS-Poll by 
transmitting an ACK frame, then responsibility for the data frame delivery error recovery shifts to the AP because 
the data is transferred in a subsequent frame exchange sequence, initiated by the AP. The AP shall attempt to deliver 
one MSDU to the station which transmitted the PS-Poll, using the any frame exchange sequence valid for a directed 
MSDU. If the power save station which transmitted the PS-Poll returns to Doze state after transmitting the ACK 
frame in response to successful receipt of this MSDU, but the AP fails to receive this ACK frame, the AP will retry 
transmission of this MSDU until the relevant retry limit is reached. See Clause 11 for details on filtering of extra PS
Poll frames. 

9.2.5.5 Control of the Channel 

The Short Interframe Space (SIPS) is used to provide an efficient MSDU delivery mechanism. Once the station has 
contended for the channel, that station shall continue to send fragments until either all fragments of a singleMSDU or 
MMPDU have been sent, an acknowledgment is not received, or the station is restricted from sending any additional 
fragments due to a dwell time boundary. Should the sending of the fragments be interrupted due to one of these 
reasons, when the next opportunity for transmission occurs the station shall resume transrnissionsending the 
ffagments-. The nlgQriUlm bv which tit STA decides which of the oll tstand ing MSDUs (as deti ned in ('[allse 9.S) 
shall next bit attempted after an unsucce flll mlnsm ission attempt i · beyond the scope of Ihis ta ndard. 

Figure 44 illustrates the transmission of a multiple fragment MSDU using the SIFS . 

DIFS ' 

Fra menl Burst 

Src 
Fragment 0 

Dest ______________ ~ .... ~ ______________ ~ __ ~ ____________ ~ __ ~ ______________ _ 

Figure 44, Transmission of a Multiple Fragment MSDU using SIFS 

When the source station transmits a fragment, it shall release the channel, then immediately monitor the channel for 
an acknowledgment as described in subclause 9.2.8. 

When the destination station has finished sending the acknowledgment, the SIFS following the acknowledgment 
shall be reserved for the source station to continue (if necessary) with another fragment. The station sending the 
acknowledgment..f.loes not have pennirlGif)R to shall not transmit on the channel immediately following the 
acknowledgment. 

The process of sending multiple fragments after contending for the channel is defined as a fragment burst. 

If the source station receives an acknowledgment but there is not enough time to transmit the next fragment and 
receive an acknowledgment due to an impending dwell boundary, it shall contend for the channel at the beginning of 
the next dwell time. 
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If the source station does not receive an acknowledgment frame, it shall attempt to retransmit the failed MPDU OJ' 

some other eligible (as defined in 9.8) MPDU after performing the backoff procedure_and the contention process. 

After a station contends for the channel to retransmit a fragment of a MSDU, it shall start with the last fragment that 
was not acknowledged. The destination station;;_1.l~.lLreceivefi the fragments in order (since the source sends them one 
at a time, in order). It is possible however, that the destination station may receive duplicate fragments. It shall be the 
responsibility of the receiving station to detect and discard duplicate fragments. 

A station shall transmit after the SIFS only under the following conditions during a fragment burst: 

• The station has just received a fragment that requires acknowledging. 

• The source station has received an acknowledgment to a previous fragment, has more fragment(s) for 
the same MSDU to transmit, and there is enough time before the next dwell boundary to send the next 
fragment and receive its acknowledgment. 

The following rules shall also apply. 

• When a station has transmitted a frame other than an initial or intermediate fragment, that station shall 
not transmit on the channel following the acknowledgment for that frame, without performing the 
backoff procedure. 

• When an MSDU has been successfully delivered or all retransmission attempts have been 
exhaustedtlSe6, and the station has a subsequent MSDU to transmit, then the station shall perform a 
backoff procedure, except when the next MSDU to be transmitted has a group address in the Address I 
field, the To_DS bit is clear, and the transmitting station is an AP. 

• Only unacknowledged fragments shall be retransmitted. 

9.8 MSDU Transmission Restrictions 

In order to avoid reorderi ng MSDUs between pair. of LeC enl ities and/or unnecessarily djsIClrding M. DU. , (h~ 
Jo llowing rg,striclions shall be observed bY.J!.!IY...STA tb._illj!L~hlg_JQ __ .simultaneously process multiple out~!.g.DJting 
MSDUs for transmission. Note that here the term "outstandi.ng , refers to an MSDU {)l' MMPDU that is el igible to be 
In!n.~IlIi.1t.~J,L~L~ __ P.i.lXli.Q'!Jli!rJ_!rrJ~_,j\ __ STA_rrJi!yJ.m.Y.~_.n!J.Y_JnlU1QQL.cgn;gty.rJhmLQL~qlJ.~LtQ_.mt~lQf_Q1.!.gjJ;?l~ __ ~lS.PI);:; 
outstanding imuJtaneotisly. subject to the restriction below. 

The STA shall ensure that no more than one MSDU or MMPDU from a particular SA to a particul ar indi vidual RA 
is outstanding at a time. Note that a simpler. more restrictive invariant to maintain is that nornore than one MSDU 
with a particular individual RA may be outstanding at ~tiIn":"':'IbL'Lla tler resu'ic lion precludes certain !';iw ations where 
MSDU or'MMPDU li'om differen t L s urces to a particular i lld ividual ru.idres ,(hal milY sufelv b reorde.re I bv 
th~_.MAC,_ f!f~ . ;;jnl!Jh~nQQ~.L;:;lY_.QJ.Lt~t.gugjng, 

Ih<;_STl~ .. __ ~b.illL~Jl~~.Lr.~Jhi-lHh~f.Qj~,JJQ_grm.LP~_£9_9I~5_s.t;;_g_JnHJH14.~;:;JjJ.!gt.1mJ1.MS.l2J) ___ Qr _~_1MJ?P'JJ. __ . Q_!JJ;;vm4.jI1KfmIn.Jh.~ 
SA of any other oUlstanding MS]')U or MMPDU (e ither di rected or group-nddre sed), Note that this is because a 
2Toup-addre5sed MSDU or MMPDU is imphciUy add r~sed to a collec tion of peer tarions tlwt cOlJJd include any 
individual RA. 
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'l11e STA shall select a value of aMax-MSDU-Transmit-Lifetime that is sufficiently large that the STA does not 
discard MSDUs due to excessive Transmit MSDU Timer values under normal operatinl! conditions. 
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